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Unprotected openings in floors and shafts are serious 
hazards and put employees at risk of injury from falls. 
Fall injuries remain one of the highest risks on a 
construction site. Not only does the employer, contractor 
or owner has the responsibility to reduce the risk, but 
the worker also must remain vigilant and report hazards. 

A continuous vertical space 
substantially enclosed on all 
sides that extends for two or 
more floors & includes elevator 
shafts, ventilation shafts, 
stairwells, & service 
shafts.

Any work platform used at the opening or inside of 
a building shaft must be designed by a professional 
engineer to withstand the maximum foreseeable 
load and is constructed, erected and used in 
accordance with that design. 

If there is no work platform installed at the level of a If there is no work platform installed at the level of a 
doorway or opening in a building shaft, an 
employer, contractor or owner shall ensure that the 
doorway or opening is covered by a solid barrier that 
extends from the bottom of the doorway or opening 
to a height of at least two metres and can prevent a 
worker or loose material from falling down the shaft. 

An employer, contractor or owner shall ensure that An employer, contractor or owner shall ensure that 
at least one warning sign indicating the presence of 
an open building shaft is placed on a barrier erected 

It is the duty of an employer, contractor, or owner to ensure any 
openings or holes in a floor, roof, or other work surface where a 
worker could step, or fall is: 

covered with a securely installed covering that can support any 
foreseeable loads.

provided with a guardrail and a toeboard. 

Where the covering or guardrail and 
toeboard mentioned above or any part of 
the guardrail or toeboard is removed for 
any reason, an employer, contractor or 
owner shall immediately provide an 
effective alternative means of protection.

An opening of any size where a risk of 
falling into for example a floor, 
platform, concrete slabs and roofs.

or working near an 
unprotected edge.

when installing,
plan & have it accessible 
on all work sites where 
there is a risk of workers 
falling.

Practice proper Develop & follow Always use anotherDevelop & implement a

and safe work practices

around the construction site 
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Assess the worksite, identify any hazards PRIOR TO BEGINNING WORK; 
noting any openings, holes in floors or building shafts, both secured or 
non-secured, and communicate with others in the work area. 

1. What type of plan should be implemented and 
accessible to all work sites? 

2. Yes, or No – It is not the duty of the employer to 
produce warning signage indicating an open building 
shaft?

3. What should be done before work should 
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This form should be used by site 
Supervisors / Foremen / Managers during 
the site Toolbox Talks / Meetings & training 
sessions.

All the attendees should sign the register to 
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